Academic Recognition Task Force Survey -- Potential Users


Response Rate


	Distributed Surveys		Accessed Web Page		Responded

	~ 1,000					175			74 (43%)

	Each of the nearly 1,000 individuals (identified at http://www.uh.edu/~jbutler/anon/artf.html)  received an e-mail message with a a brief description of the Digital Library for Earth and the URL of the survey.  Although some individuals may have accessed the survey web page more than once, it seems reasonable to judge response as the percentage of those who actually looked at the survey and returned their responses – 43%.

The Respondents
	Gender	32% Female		68% Male
	Institution 
		Secondary			  11%
		Community College		  12%
		Undergraduate		  18%
		Masters			  11%	
		Doctoral			  32%
		Industry/Other		  16%
	Public Institution			  76%
	Tenure Track				  48%
The Survey

(1)	There is a need for "peer review" of Internet resources much as there is a "peer review" process for "formal" publications.
	Strongly Agree		26	35%		
	Agree				43	57%
	Disagree			  5	  8%

(2)	I would be willing to serve as a reviewer (for a topic with which I am familiar).
	Strongly Agree		23	31%		
	Agree				38	51%
	Disagree			  4	  5%
	Strongly Disagree		  1	  1%
	Non Selected 		  8	11%

(3)	Which of the following categories of resources would be of greatest interest to you?

	Lists of general geoscience resources	  5		  7%
	Lists of specific resources by topic	59		80%
	How others are using the Internet		  6		  8%
	Pedagogical effectiveness			  2		 3%

(4)	Which of the following types of resources would be of greatest interest to you?

	Curricular materials				16		22%
	Data Sets					  7 		  9%
	Interactive tools				13		18%
	Interactive simulations			  7 		  9%
	Multimedia modules			  8		11%
	Tutorials					  6		  8%
	Visualizations				10		14%
	None Selected				  7		  9%
	






The following criteria will be an integral part of the process of evaluation of the DLESE collection:

                 i.	Accuracy (as evaluated by scientists) 
                ii.	Importance/Significance (of the resource as you would use it) 
iii.	Pedagogical Effectiveness (Is there evidence that student learning has occurred?) 
iv.	Well Documented (Data shall have metadata, lessons shall have rubrics, etc.) 
               v.	Ease of Use (for Both students and faculty) 
               vi.	Inspirational or Motivational or Fun (for the student) 
              vii.	Robustness/Sustainability (of the resource)

(5)	Which single criterion would have the greatest impact on you as a potential user of a resource listed in the DLESE collection?
	Accuracy				19		26%
	Pedagogical Effectiveness		19		26%
	Ease of Use				12		16%
(6)	Which single criterion would have the second greatest impact on you as a potential user of a resource listed in the DLESE collection?
	Pedagogical Effectiveness		16		22%
	East of Use				14		19%
	Accuracy				12		16%
(7)	Which single criterion would have the third greatest impact on you as a potential user of a resource listed in the DLESE collection?
	East of Use				17		23%
	Accuracy				12		16%
	Pedagogical Effectiveness		10		14%
	Inspirational of Motivational	10		14%

	

Summary

	More than 90% agreed or strongly agreed that there is a need for some form of peer review process for materials housed in a digital library.  About 80% said that they would consider being a reviewer of material that might be housed in a digital library. 

	More than 80% reported that category of greatest interest would be lists of specific resources arranged by topic.  When questioned about specific kinds of resources there was no consensus.  Rather, each of the 8 listed received from about 20% to about 10% of the responses.

	Accuracy and Pedagogical Effectiveness are the two criteria that would have the highest impact on the potential users of the digital library.  The third and fourth are Ease of Use and Inspirational/Motivational.

	To a first approximation, responses are not influenced by gender, instituion type or position held by the respondent.

Generalization

The potential  users of DLESE are looking for a wide range of topical resources that have been evaluated by a peer review process.  They highly value an assessment of both the accuracy and pedagogical effectiveness.  To a slightly lower degree, the potential users value ease of use and whether the resource is inspirational or motivational.



Comments

	
A.	I am principally interested in data sets and pedagogical materials, including interactive software, related to those data sets.  Most of my teaching is at the intermediate or advanced level in mineralogy and petrology, although I also teach at the introductory level.  I am interested in visual (outcrops, minerals, rocks, thin sections, fluid inclusions, chemical maps) as well as numerical data (physical, chemical, isotopic, and thermodynamic data - including experiments and phase diagrams - for rocks and minerals).  Animations would be great, too.		

B.  	Full coverage of the geosciences (and, I do mean "Full")
-- an excellent index, that includes multiple access to synomonous/related topics
-- indicators for academic level, from k-4 to postdoc.  That will certainly be labor intensive. -- links to both content-heavy web pages and to govt. and academic 'promo' pages.-- as a VERY experienced geoscience information practioner, I know how heavily the geosciences rely on local materials and other "gray" literature. The geoscience community needs to be in no doubt of that.  Therefore, those materials need to be spotlighted, esp. for local geotechnical studies. 
-- avoidence of commercial pages, when possible. (For example, Elsevier's FirstSearch has laudable advantages, but it skews awareness of geoscience materials to things available through them.)	(I'll get back to you on that.)	


C.	1. figures, animations... with authorization for using them on the internet as a pedagogic tool

2. data formated in order to be uses in classroom

3. link to active measurements

4. strong structuration of the links, with critical review

5. english is not the only language for teaching.	numerous resources are availaible !
Of course, I use my web site (in french...): ore deposit manual (GIT-NET)
http://atlas.sca.uqam.ca:2000/	

D.	I haven't really thought  much about this. We are a  secondary school and the  courses in which the Library  would be useful are mainly 
middle school general science and high school earth science. I would hope that some  materials would be adaptable  for Biology, Chemistry and 
Physics classes at high  school level.  I don't have these handy at the moment. Maybe I can send some later.	






E.	Interactive material, such as books, questionaries that can be used to  learn and check the learning skills. I would like to see indepth resources dealing with all the major areas of geology.  A single text book is usually not sufficient to learn complicated, technical issues (ie. structural, petrology, hydrogeology disciplines). I have spent much time searching the web and "regular" libraries to develop a very good literature base for my pet topics.  If these resources were available through DLESE, much time and effort could be saved - in short the process could be more efficient to those interested.	


F. 	Topical list of texts for undergraduate classes, along with reviews by users. Geographical listing of exceptional field locations for use in undergraduate teaching	


G.	Exercises for the student to practice. It should be printable from the web.
Images and graphics should be inline to elaborate on the topics.	

1)  Making TOOLS available by which someone can better understand their world;
2)  providing DATA which they can use;
3)  Providing SOURCES for additional tools, data, and expertise;
4)  Providing clear INSTRUCTION in the development of SKILLS in the use of the tools and data; and
5)  Making all of this available in a way which leads to success at each and every level.

H.	I am not entirely enamored of peer review, as it can be nearly as effective in stifling innovations and dissent as it is at stifling heresy.  Perhaps a better approach is a minimal review to ensure that, for example, simplificataion is recognized as such.  After that, I believe that users can make up their own minds as to whether or not to return to that resource.  In many ways, a counter may be as good as a reviewer!	Wow!  This could take days!

I.	My Environmental Geology Links Page - http://gemini.oscs.montana.edu/~geol102/spring1999/envirohot.htm - needs updating, but it includes a representative cross-section of RESOURCES.
Clearly, Cal State LA - http://vcourseware4.calstatela.edu/GeoLabs/index.html - is at the forefront of TOOL development, with their virtual Earthquake exercise serving as an excellent model for development of such tools.

J.	I have a hydrology lab at http://gemini.oscs.montana.edu/~geol102/spring1999/envirolabs/hydro6.htm (NOT robust) which I feel is complementary to CSLA's Virtual Stream Discharge exercise.



K.	I have the first draft of a hypertext on glacial Geology mounted at http://gemini.oscs.montana.edu/~geol445/hyperglac/index.htm (robust).  Although incomplete, it is a step towards appropriate text development (in my opinion). I also use spreadsheet modeling in class, but have not Web mounted it.  Maybe I need to do that?  I suspect that a call for activities, just as with the AGI Lab Manual, would get a reasonable response.	wlocke@montana.edu


L.	Using existing resources available on the web suitable for students of all ages and abilities.

Links to datasets useful for introductory GIS.

Public domain graphics, animations, and audio that instructors could incorporate into their PowerPoint lectures.

Interactive quizzes	Too many to list.  I like the resources available on the CTI server in the United Kingdom  . I don't have that address beside me right now	

M.

  	graphs of geologic data
 	 datasets of raw data
  	maps of interesting topo and geol
  	Reflection seismic surveys of interesting geologic areas
  	NASA illustrations
  	NOAA illustrations
  	NASA - selections from CD-ROM of Venus
  	photos/videos of invertebrates
  	Videos of sedimentary processes in action
  
  Almost any level	I dont know the URL's of the stuff I listed above
  I was hopin that DLESE would provide that.	


N.  	What I'd really like are active-learning activities that are "pre-packaged" so
that I could use them with or without modification. Right  now, I'm most interested in activities for intro-levelcourses.
   
O	Activities might be on just one topic (e.g. groundwater), or more integrative (e.g. surface processes.  Broader might be projects that students work on for a  longer period of time, while smaller activities might be one homework assignment.

NOTE: I have a one-year position where I am and am looking for a tenure-track position.  Don't know what type of institution  I'll end up at.		



P.	I am a part time student taking a Ph.D. in hydrology. My original discipline is mathematics and I am researching in new modeling techniques in this field. Because I am a mathematician and not a member of references is knowing where to look.. The thing that I would most like to see, and this applies to all fields of knowledge not just earth science, is a list of references to the axioms that make up each discipline so as to provide a structured, easy to learn, introduction to Earth science.	

http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/  
http://www.sepa.org.uk 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/
http://www.mailbase.ac.u/lists/mining-history/ 
http://www.cognitus.co.uk
http://sysdyn.mit.edu/cle/
http://www.hps-inc.com/	


Q.	introductions to basic subfields of earth science are needed. In effect,
on-line mini-textbooks.

http://www.gsa.state.al.us/gsa/Education/edpglnk2.html	


R.	I hope to teach science to non-majors.  I am always looking for interactive resources to engage "normal," non-scientific folks.

I am especially drawn to topics that show up in the new (environmental topics are the most common) OR that I can relate to the students everyday environment - minerals used in consumer products, landforms they might see from an airplane, etc.	Can't help yet. Maybe I can forward some to you when I find them.	


S.	Of particular use would be graphic based materials, often overlooked or under-utilized in some texts.	The UBC collection is by far the best I have encountered, but then I may be perhaps a little biased as I recieved by B.Sc. there.	


T.	Well Documented	1) classic, rare and/or out-of-print publications; the primary sources of some of our great ideas.
2) collections of images especially 3D images of items such as fossils
3) digital geologic maps
4) data sets especially real data sets not modified or cooked data, the nasty dirty stuff with noise and wild points.
5) field trip guidebooks reprinted in digitized format.	http://www.geo.duke.edu/cgs/cgscdguide.htm	




U.	Datasets I am still figuring out my precise needs. I teach at a Community college where the level of student ability ranges from Mid high school( and needing a great deal of remediation ) to excellent self motivated and well prepared students. I reqire accurate up to date content and a wide range of levels to challeng my EXTREMEL wide range of ability and skill levels.		



V.	Interactive lab type modules for gnereal Geology - similar to hte Virtual EQ by Gary Novak (modified from a variety of unquoted sources...).  
3D interactive visualizations for Structural Geology	All my good ones have come thruough the Virtual Coffee room.	



W.	I teach at the graduate level and at the freshman level so I have a wide range of possible uses for these materials.  I think the need is much greater at the freshman level, because at the advanced graduate level there's at least the possiblity that I know what I'm doing.  With a room full of freshmen, I am in full battle gear.s	please refer to the e-mail to you that follows	

X.	I had a hard time chosing the types of resources that would be of greatest use.  Interactive tools and simulations, as well as mutli-media modules would all be helpful. My primary use for the digital library would be to find resources for interactive work by students.  Interactive exercises, problems, etx. would be very important. 
In particular, problem sets with answers; models that can be built, materials for using and interpreting data.

Y.	The level would be both for introductory courses but also advanced work - ie geochemistry, hydrogeology, etc. I need materials for bright undergraduates.  These items should be aimed at those who learn best visually and at those who
can benefit from interrogating data and arriving at answers.
Show and tell is not as useful.  Dynamic plate motions would be an example of a good kind of resource.

http://vcourseware5.calstatela.edu/VirtualDating/files/1.0_ClocksInRocks.html
http://vcourseware5.calstatela.edu/VirtualEarthquake/VQuakeExecute.html
http://globe.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/map.cgi?ref=1
http://www.doc.mmu.ac.uk/aric/arichome.html	









Z	Demonstrative exhibits and tutorials on geologic conditions and earth processes that are or can be related to common public challenges, e.g. landslides and slope-stability problems in hillside construction, flood protection, seismic upgrading of existing structures, tsunami hazards and criteria for site selection, etc.

 The above reflects my background as a geologic consultant��not an educator��to private individuals and public entities. However, at the practical level, I spend a great deal of my time educating my clients and the trial judges and juries with whom I am describing my observations and interpretations.	I'm sorry I have none to nominate, but thank you for the survey and your work in pursuing this very useful objective.	



AA	I am mainly looking for materials at the undergaduate levels, both for science majors and for general education. I started this tear for the first time using the internet (for more than a syllabus), by writing handouts and linking them at specific points in the text to relevant sites. First student feedback was very positive. More students actually used the links than when a list of links was supplied only, without being tied into a specific handout.
I have been considering that it would be a great mechanism for student learning (and that elusive goal - seeing material in various lectures and maybe even classes as related to other material) to use a kind of computer game, of the adventure type (e.g., Twisted, and other games by Ray Dunakin). In that way students must get material from all types of sources and combine in within the game.	I suppose that you just have all the usual sites already. Here's a link to my class websites:

http://ethomas.web.wesleyan.edu/ees104

and http://ethomas.web.wesleyan.edu/ees250

and there is a compilation of my paleoceanographical lectures in:
http://ethomas.web.wesleyan.edu/ees123	


BB	Returning to topic #3 above. Information on how others use/co-opt/modify/actually work (!) information in new an innovative combinations is particularly valuable. I would hope that information would be provided at a variety of levels so that a user could follow a cascade of information from bare bones (c.f. Library of Congress numbers) to detailed annotation and "worked" examples that show "how" as well as "what".		




CC	Animations of Earth System processes or static visualizations of Earth Science data.  Examples I can think of are things like showing a spreading center and how magnetic striping patterns appear on the sea floor, the build-up and release of elastic strain energy during an earthquake, the propagation of an earthquake rupture in 3D, the circulation of water through the world's oceans, the time-varying density of ozone over the south pole.  All of these visualizations could be used by scientists and teachers in their classes, without students having to be on-line all the time.  I, for example, would incorporate these types of visualizations into my digital course notes.  I would also like to see 10-20 second video clips showing things like the eruption of Mt. St. Helens, or a lava flow hitting the ocean,! or a pyroclastic flow.  Whenever possible, all these types of animations, visualizations and video should use real-world data to illustrate Earth processes.	I do not presently have anything substantive to offer.	

DD.	Access to actual data with the tools required to manipulate the data such that format, software, and platform were not issues.
The information should be research quality, but designed such that users of all levels can use the data.	
http://atlas.geo.cornell.edu	

EE	I am interested in all of  the types of material listed in question 4, however data sets and curricular material are of most interest.
%09My main focus is at the  freshman level, however upper- and K-12 students are also of interest. %09The topics of most interest to me at present are geohazards, earth resources, and climate change. National parks are also
covered in one of my classes.	

http://hvo.wr.usgs.gov/ 
http://volcano.und.nodak.edu/
http://volcanoes.usgs.gov/educators.html
http://mapping.usgs.gov/esic/esic.html
http://www.geo.purdue.edu/seismology_resources.html
http://quake.wr.usgs.gov/QUAKES/FactSheets/
http://www.nws.noaa.gov/oh/hic/index.html
http://h2o.usgs.gov/
http://www.epa.gov/surf/
http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/seg/hazard/
http://groundhog.sprl.umich.edu/



FF.	Clear graphics that can be used to describe the concept.  The old saying "a picture is worth a thousand words" is VERY important in teaching science.  With good graphics, the words can be added to match the level and content.	You have cut to the chase.  There are very few good resources available that I have found. 



GG.	The old saying "a picture is worth a thousand words" is VERY important in teaching science.  With good graphics, the words can be added to match the level and content.	You have cut to the chase.  There are very few good resources available that I have found.	

HH.	I mostly use the web to illustrate geology (slides, virtual fieldtrips) and for getting students to manipulate data (virtual earthquake is an ideal model, I do similar exercises with a local river using flood data- we calculate 100 year floods and such).  But most data sets are too cumbersome for use easily as a teaching tool at lower levels, unless they are first integrated into a canned exercise.

My biggest concern is that the library should contain the data, not just links.  Links are time consuming and ephemeral.  My volcano web lab that uses the CVO slide bank to illustrate features has many links that don't work already, and I constructed it just 4 months ago!!		

II	User-friendly interfaces with  datasets, so that students can  make up and test their own hypotheses.  Time-series data  for active geologic processes will be of special interest, to help students realize that  geology isn't just about the 
ancient past.

User-friendly interfaces should be the responsibility of those who are developing the databases. However, many databases are prepared with working professionals in mind, and some guidance from your digital library group might help them to make the same data accessible to students with minimal
extra work.	

http://www.volcano.si.edu/gvp	

JJ	At my institution, review of a faculty member up for tenure and/or promotion is conducted at four sequential levels:  a departmental committee (includes the chair), a 5-member school committee (with members from both social science and natural science departments), the school dean, and finally the provost in consultation with the university president. At each level, "verifiable" documentation of teaching and research effectiveness carries significant weight.  I have served on both departmental and school committees and it's the "verifiable documentation" that causes committees the greatest concerns.  For example, are the faculty member's listed publications really "peer-reviewed" in "recognized" scholarly publications?  There are so many scientific journals with varying degrees of standards and review processes that committees often aren't sure about just what is a valid publication.   
Also, my university's  promotional committees have no established criteria whatsoever, for evaluating Web-developed materials.  Consequently, few faculty ask to have any of their Web-developed resources evaluated for credit towards promotion. Also consequently, few junior faculty are active in developing and using Web-resources. "Why bother, since it won't count anyway?" is frequently their attitude.

With a valid peer review process associated with DLESE, I think you may have come upon a possible solution to the "lack of credit" for intellectual achievements for the development of Web-based materials.  I'm sure it won't be easy and lots of details would have to be worked out.  But faculty could submit materials to DLESE for review by a committee of content experts.  An author of a worthy site could  be sent a letter of verification from DLESE.  I think committee members from my school would look very favorably upon these kind of documents.	Geology Labs On-Line at
vcourseware.calstatela.edu/GeoLabs	gnovak@calstatela.edu


	




